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Overview 
★ Recursion w/ San

○ base case, recursive case

★ recursive data structures w/ Lindsay
○ rest, cons, first

    hot date      & check-in on course.care

★ Generics w/ Yang
○ classes & functions

★ Examples w/ San

Slides accessible at: 
http://bit.ly/110rs5

http://bit.ly/110rs5


If you have questions...
Feel free to interrupt any of us or call one 
of us over if we are doing a practice 
problem!

If you’re shy, submit a question at: 
Pollev.com/sanbae278 



Recursion Basics
● Recursion is all about breaking a large problem into 

smaller steps. There are two parts:
● A Baa-se case
● Recursive case!



Going back: Function calls
What happened when we hit a function call?



Going back pt. 2: functions calling other functions
We’ve seen functions calling other functions before!



Recursion: Functions call themselves
In recursion, a function simply calls itself. Look at this 
implementation of factorial...



The base case!                             ***IMPORTANT***
This is the problem in its simplest form.

Super important to have the right base case to stop 
recursion! Without it, we will have infinite recursive 
calls.



The recursive case. 
The recursive case is the statement where the function calls 
itself recursively. 



Stepping through recursion
factorial(4) 

Rv: 4 * factorial(3)

Rv: 3 * factorial(2)

Rv: 2 * factorial(1)

**BASE CASE** Rv: 1



This function recursively counts the number of characters in 
a string array. What should the base case be?

What should the base case be?



What should the base case be?
This function recursively counts the number of characters in 
a string array. What should the base case be?



Recursive Data Types
Definition: A data type that has a property which is also an 
element of the same type.

Node objects 
have a Node 
property!



Ducks in a Row
Mama Duck needs to keep

all of her ducks in a row!

How can she remember who’s standing where?

Mama remembers who’s waddling behind her. Each duckling 

remembers who’s waddling behind them!



Linked Lists
In a linked list, each object keeps track of the one after 
it!

mama

data: “”
next: null
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Linked Lists
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Linked Lists
In a linked list, each object keeps track of the one after 
it!

daffy

data: “Daffy”
next: null
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Linked Lists
In a linked list, each object keeps track of the one after 
it!

mama

data: “Mama”
next: 

daffy

data: “Daffy”
next: null



Linked Lists
● No indices! Data is accessed by moving through the list 

using the “next” property.
● Null-terminated

mama

data: “Mama”
next: 

daffy

data: “Daffy”
next: null

aflac

data: “Aflac”
next: 

End of 
the listHEAD of 

the list



● The word “null
● This symbol: 
● An arrow pointing to “null” in heap

NULL-EDGE IS POWER
Null is the known absence of an object.

If Mama has more ducklings, we could add them to the line!

mama

data: “Mama”
next: 

daffy

data: “Daffy”
next: null

aflac

data: “Aflac”
next: 

Ways to Write:



Linked List Functions - Cons
cons helps you construct a list!

Data or value you 
want to add to the 
front of your list

The list you’re 
adding to

data: “Farmer”
next: 

null



Linked List Functions - Cons
mama

data: “Mama”
next: 

daffy

data: “Daffy”
next: 

null

aflac

data: “Aflac”
next: 

data: “Farmer”
next: 



Linked List Functions - Cons
list

data: “Mama”
next: 

data: “Daffy”
next: 

null

data: “Aflac”
next: 

data: “Farmer”
next: 

Notice the name change!

can also be created like this:



Linked List Functions - First
first gives you the data in the first node of the list that 
you pass to it.

list

data: “Mama”
next: 

data: “Daffy”
next: 

null

data: “Aflac”
next: 

data: “Farmer”
next: 

What is x?



Linked List Functions - First
first gives you the data in the first node of the list that 
you pass to it.

list

data: “Mama”
next: 

data: “Daffy”
next: 

null

data: “Aflac”
next: 

data: “Farmer”
next: 

What is x?   Farmer
  string



Linked List Functions - Rest
rest gives you the next node in your list (which leads you 
to the rest of the list).

list

data: “Mama”
next: 

data: “Daffy”
next: 

null

data: “Aflac”
next: 

data: “Farmer”
next: 

What is y?



Linked List Functions - Rest
rest gives you the next node in your list (which leads you 
to the rest of the list).

list

data: “Mama”
next: 

data: “Daffy”
next: 

null

data: “Aflac”
next: 

data: “Farmer”
next: 
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y



Linked List Functions - Rest
rest gives you the next node in your list (which leads you 
to the rest of the list).

list

data: “Mama”
next: 

data: “Daffy”
next: 

null

data: “Aflac”
next: 

data: “Farmer”
next: 

What is y?

y

Note: Your list hasn’t 
changed! y is referencing 
the “Mama” node.



Mixing It Up
You can use combos of cons, first, and rest.

What is the output of print(z)?

Pro Tip: Work from the inside out!



Mixing It Up
You can use combos of cons, first, and rest.

What is the output of print(z)?

Pro Tip: Work from the inside out!

data: “It”
next: 

null

data: “Up”
next: 



Mixing It Up
You can use combos of cons, first, and rest.

What is the output of print(z)?

Pro Tip: Work from the inside out!

null

data: “Up”
next: 

data: “Mixing”
next: 



Mixing It Up
You can use combos of cons, first, and rest.

What is the output of print(z)?

Pro Tip: Work from the inside out!

null

data: “Up”
next: 



Mixing It Up
You can use combos of cons, first, and rest.

What is the output of print(z)?

Pro Tip: Work from the inside out!

null

data: “Up”
next: 

This is the list 
you’re left with. 
(It contains only 
1 node!)

first gives you 
the data at the 
first node of your 
list, so the 
output is...

  Up
  string



Working with Lists
General Formula:

1. Check if you’ve hit the base case.
a. A lot of times, this means checking if the node you’re on is null.

2. Use first to process the data of your current node.

3. Make your recursive call.
a. If you need to go through every node, you can pass the rest of your 

list as an argument.



Recursion with Lists



 

Go to Course.Care and check in using: 
BE421 

...then talk to your neighbor about the 
BALL GAME TONIGHT WOOO~~



Generic Types 
● We have a function equals() to test if a selected cow is 

the same cow we are looking for… a selected chicken to 
our desired chicken… a selected bull to our desired bull… 







“Gosh, he’s just soooo generic” “We love that!”
Generalizing functions and classes can be useful for performing the same 
function/algorithm on different data types. This allows us to reduce repetitive 
code. 

You can generalize a property’s type in a class, or parameters in a function 
definition. 



Our Function is EVOLVING!
Add a <T> before the parameters (T by convention):

Generalize the parameters that need to be changed:

And change any variables that you may have used in your function. In this 
case, there were none!

Compare cows to cows!

Chickens to chickens!

Bulls to bulls!
And more!



How do we generalize a class?
Node<T> is a generic class that holds a “data” 
property that holds a value of a generic type. 
Now we don’t need different nodes for strings, 
numbers, or booleans. 

When we declare and use 
generic Nodes now though, we 
must tell the function what T 
will be.

For example, Node<string> 
means that the data property 
will be a string. 



What would be the type of T, the type of the returned value, and the type of n for 
the following function calls?

number, Node<number>, 
number

boolean , Node<boolean>, 
number



Environment diag. 
With recursion!



listify



countChars



Recursive call!



Another recursive call



Finally hit our base case!



End result:



Q&A


